Transfer function analysis of the circulation: unique insights into cardiovascular regulation. Am. J. Physiol. 261 (Heart Circ. Physiol. 30): H1231-1245, 1991.-We have demonstrated previously that transfer function analysis can be used to precisely characterize the respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA) in normal humans. To further investigate the role of the autonomic nervous system in RSA and to understand the complex links between respiratory activity and arterial pressure, we determined the transfer functions between respiration, heart rate (HR), and phasic, systolic, diastolic, and pulse arterial pressures in 14 healthy subjects during 6-min periods in which the respiratory rate was controlled in a predetermined but erratic fashion. Pharmacological autonomic blockade with atropine, propranolol, and both, in combination with changes in posture, was used to characterize the sympathetic and vagal contributions to these relationships, as well as to dissect the direct mechanical links between respiration and arterial pressure from the effects of the RSA on arterial pressure. We found that 1) the pure sympathetic (standing + atropine) HR response is characterized by markedly reduced magnitude at frequencies >O.l Hz and a phase delay, whereas pure vagal (supine + propranolol) modulation of HR is characterized by higher magnitude at all frequencies and no phase delay; 2) both the mechanical links between respiration and arterial pressure and the RSA contribute significantly to the effects of respiration on arterial pressure; 3) the RSA contribution to arterial pressure fluctuations is significant for vagal but not for sympathetic modulation of HR; 4) the mechanical effects of respiration on arterial pressure are related to the negative rate of change of instantaneous lung volume; 5) the mechanical effects have a higher magnitude during systole than during diastole; and 6) the mechanical effects are larger in the standing than the supine position. Most of these findings can be explained by a simple model of circulatory control based on previously published experimental transfer functions from our laboratory. spectral analysis; respiratory arrhythmia; autonomic nervous system RESPIRATORY ACTIVITY continually perturbs cardiovascular hemodynamics through a number of direct and indirect mechanisms. In the brain stem, respiration modulates the activity of most sympathetic and vagal efferents both through direct coupling between the respiratory and autonomic centers and through modulation of central sensitivity to baroreceptor and other afferent inputs (4, 20, 31, 34). The autonomic efferents in turn modulate heart rate (HR) and peripheral vascular resistance with respiratory periodicities.
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In addition, when phrenic nerve signals are transmitted into mechanical ventilation, respiration directly and indirectly influences arterial and central venous pressures and flows through mechanical thoracic coupling and changes in left and right ventricular preload (6, 7) . Finally, changes in arterial Pco~, POT, and pH, which result from short-and long-term changes in respiratory activity, modulate the activity of both afferent and efferent autonomic nerves in the brain stem and the periphery and the central sensitivity to afferent impulses (23). These complex and constant effects of respiration on virtually every aspect of the cardiovascular system have intrigued physiologists, engineers, and clinicians for centuries and make respiration a unique probe for studying cardiovascular control.
The one limitation to this respiratory probe from a systems analysis standpoint is that in resting animals and humans the respiratory rate is relatively fixed, thereby limiting the frequency content of the perturbing signal and of the responses obtained. However, we have demonstrated previously that the frequency content of the respiratory signal can be effectively broadened by having subjects voluntarily breathe with random intervals predetermined by a series of auditory cues (12) . Furthermore, we showed that this broadened respiratory signal can be used to efficiently identify the magnitude and phase of the transfer function (or frequency response) between respiration and HR in a similar fashion to the way an engineer might characterize an audio speaker, a cardiologist a hemodynamic catheter, or an audiologist the human ear. We found that the broadband transfer function accurately reproduces the data obtained from breathing at multiple individual frequencies (fixed rates) and has characteristics that change significantly with the relatively mild perturbation of a change in posture (40) . In this study, we sought to use this technique to precisely define the sympathetic and vagal contributions to the respiratory sinus arrhythmia Measurements.
One lead of the surface electrocardiogram (ECG), changes in the instantaneous lung volume (ILV), and radial artery pressure were recorded on an eight-channel FM tape recorder (Hewlett-Packard 3968A). Lung volume changes were measured with a twobelt chest-abdomen inductance plethysmograph (Respitrace Systems). Arterial pressure was measured with a 22-gauge Teflon catheter in the radial artery of the nondominant hand. A 3-ml/h infusion of heparinized saline (2 [J/ml) was maintained through the catheter. An intravenous line was also placed for administering normal saline and pharmacological agents. Data were collected in six 13-min segments. Before each period of data collection, a respiratory calibration signal was recorded by having the subject alternately empty and fill an 800-ml bag.
Respiratory control. Subjects were instructed to initiate a breath with each tone of a series of auditory cues. The sequence of tones was generated by a computer and recorded on cassette tape for playback during each experiment.
The computer was programmed to initially space the tones evenly in time at a preset rate of 12 breaths/min to allow the subject to find a comfortable depth of inspiration.
The program then switched to a mode in which the tones were spaced at irregular intervals, but with the same mean rate of 12 breaths/min. The respiratory intervals in the latter mode were chosen according to a modified Poisson process because the power density of a sequence of Poisson impulses is constant over all frequencies. Thus the power spectrum of the respiratory drive chain was nearly flat (without preferred peaks), and the frequency content of the measured lung volume signal was effectively whitened.
Minimum and maximum intervals of 1 and 15 s were chosen to avoid discomfort.
Although the respiratory intervals were controlled, the subjects were allowed to comfortably control the depth and shape of each breath throughout the experiment to preserve normal ventilation.
To help subjects anticipate the appropriate size breath, the length of each trigger tone varied between 50 and 400 ms in direct proportion to the duration of the upcoming interval. A complete discussion of the rationale behind and details of the chosen interval sequence has been described by Berger et al. (12) . Experimental protocol. After instrumentation, each subject was asked to practice breathing to the irregular sequence of tones for l-2 min. With the subject supine, a calibration signal was then recorded using the 800-ml bag. The subject was asked to breathe to the recorded tone sequence beginning with the fixed rate intervals and followed by 13 min of irregular intervals. The subject was moved to the standing position, and after a minimum of 5 min for hemodynamic equilibration, the calibration procedure and breathing protocol were repeated. We will refer to these conditions, before any autonomic blockade, as the supine and standing control states. The subject was then returned to the supine position and given either atropine (0.03 mg/kg, n = 7) or propranolol (0.2 mg/kg, n = 7). After 10 min for equilibration, the above breathing protocol was repeated with the subject supine and standing. The subject was again returned to the supine position and given the other autonomic blocking agent. The supine and standing breathing protocols were repeated under double blockade for all 14 subjects.
The doses chosen for complete parasympathetic blockade (atropine) and complete P-adrenergic blockade (propranolol) were based on previous studies (25). Because HR control is primarily via the vagus in normal supine humans, the above protocol allowed for an investigation of pure parasympathetic modulation of HR when subjects were in the supine position after propranolol.
Because sympathetic outflow increases from very low levels when the position is changed from supine to standing, pure sympathetic modulation could be investigated when subjects were in the standing position after atropine. Combined blockade allowed for differentiation of the mechanical effects of respiration on arterial pressure from the indirect effect of respiration on arterial pressure through HR [via the respiratory sinus arrhythmia ww Data analysis. The ECG, ILV, and arterial pressure signals were sampled and analyzed off-line on a computer (Masscomp MC-500). After antialias filtering at 180 Hz with eight-pole Butterworth filters, all the signals were sampled at 360 Hz. R waves were detected from the ECG, and a smoothed instantaneous HR time series was constructed at 3 Hz (10). The ILV and arterial pressure signals were digitally filtered and decimated to 3 Hz. This ~-HZ representation of the arterial blood pressure signal will be referred to as ABP. Systolic and diastolic pressures (SBP and DBP) were identified from each beat of the nondecimated arterial pressure signal, and the values were splined and sampled at 3 Hz so that values of all the constructed time series occurred simultaneously. A pulse pressure (PP) signal was formed by subtracting DBP from SBP. Two -6 min (341 s = 1,024 points) segments of data were chosen for analysis from each 13-min record of random interval breathing. Power spectra of the HR, ILV, ABP signal, and derived blood pressure signals (SBP, DBP, and PP) for each 6-min segment were estimated using the Blackman-Tukey method. Representative time series and spectra of all the signals from one subject in the supine position before autonomic blockade are shown in Fig. 1 . The random changes in the input precede changes in the output (40). interval nature of the respiratory signal is evident both Thus we define a phase lag between the input and output in the ILV time series and its spectrum (Fig. lA ) . Note as a value of 8 below 0" and a phase lead as 8 above 0'. how the frequency content of the HR and arterial pres-We have defined zero phase as synchrony between insure signals are subsequently broadened. ILV and HR spiration and rising heart rate or increasing ABP. The time series and spectra from a subject breathing at a mean and standard deviation of the HR, ABP, SBP, fixed frequency are included for comparison (Fig. 1 , F DBP and PP signals for each data segment were also and G). The cross-spectra between ILV and HR, between calculated. ILV and each arterial pressure signal, and between HR Statistical analysis. Group-average transfer function and each arterial pressure signal were also computed for magnitude and phase estimates and their associated each data segment. The complex transfer functions (or standard errors were computed using data from correfrequency response) for each relationship, H(f), and their sponding epochs across the fourteen subjects, using the magnitudes and phases, IH( f) 1 and 0(f) were then esti-method described in detail in APPENDIX B (see Eqs. B5 mated using the cross-spectral method as previously and B9). Data from all 14 subjects were pooled to obtain described (11) . The squared coherence function, y2( f), group-average transfer function estimates for the supine which ranges between 0 and 1, was used to assess the control, standing control, supine double blockade, and statistical reliability of the transfer function estimates standing double blockade states. Data from the seven at each frequency (11) . A value of unity indicates a subjects who received atropine first were used to compute perfectly linear relationship between the input and out-the average transfer functions for the supine and standput at that frequency.
ing vagal blockade states. Similarly, data from the seven The transfer phase will yield a negative value of 8 when subjects given propranolol first were pooled to obtain group-average estimates for the supine and standing power in the spectrum of the respiratory signal from sympathetic blockade states. subject 1 (Fig. ZC) is much lower than that of subject 2 Standard errors and significance levels were computed (Fig. 21 ) because of smaller individual breaths, the resfor all group-average transfer function comparisons using piratory power spectra of both subjects demonstrate Eqs. B6 and BlO in APPENDIX B, but error indicators are broadened frequency content compared with spontanot presented in some figures with multiple plots to avoid neous breathing. In contrast, the corresponding HR specconfusion. The Student's unpaired t test was used to tra (heavy lines of Fig. 2 , C and I) demonstrate relatively determine whether two group-average transfer function broad frequency content for the vagal case but virtually magnitudes or phases were significantly different at each no power above 0.1 Hz for the sympathetic case. The frequency from 0 to 0.5 Hz. P < 0.05 was considered magnitude and phase of the transfer functions between significant. The Student's paired t test was used to assess ILV and HR also display clear differences between the differences in the HR, ABP, SBP, DBP, and PP means sympathetic and vagal responses. Vagal HR control is and variances from different physiological states. Again, characterized by only a small decrement in magnitude P < 0.05 was considered significant.
with frequency and near zero phase at frequencies from 0 to 0.5 Hz (Fig. 2, D and E), whereas sympathetic HR RESULTS control is characterized by markedly reduced gain above 0.1 Hz and phase that approaches 180" at DC, with a Autonomic mediation of RSA. Representative time se-progressive phase delay from ILV to HR as frequency ries, power spectra, and transfer functions for the HR increases ( Fig. 25 and K) . The coherence spectra (Fig. 2 , and ILV signals from subject 1 during vagal conditions F and L) are near or above 0.5 throughout at most (supine + propranolol), and from subject 2 during sym-frequencies above 0.1 Hz, indicating that the magnitude pathetic conditions (standing + atropine) are displayed and phase estimates are relatively reliable at those frein Fig. 2 . The ILV signals (Fig. 2 (ILV) and heart rate time series (A, B, G, and H), respiratory and heart rate power spectra (C and I), transfer function magnitude (D and J) and phase (E and K) spectra, and coherence functions (F and L). Spikes in 6-min lung volume time series (A and G) are individual breaths. Intervals between them vary randomly, resulting in broadband power in lung volume spectra (narrow lines, C and I). Y-axis scale for the lung volume spectra is 0 to 0.2 l*/Hz. Yaxis scale for the heart rate spectra (thick lines, C and I) is 0 to 100 bpm*/ Hz. (bpm = beats/minute).
Note that the ILV time series and corresponding power spectrum have a smaller amplitude for subject 1 than for subject 2. Despite the difference in the ILV input, reliable transfer function estimates were obtained in both subjects. Group-average transfer function magnitude and phase spectra between lung volume and heart rate (RSA) for vagal (supine + propranolol) and sympathetic (upright + atropine). Gray area encloses means -+ SE.
normalizes the HR output for a larger respiratory input, actually has a higher low frequency magnitude for subject 1.
Group-average transfer function magnitudes and phases ( We noted that after blockade at frequencies above 0.1 Hz, the transfer magnitude from ILV to PP increased nearly linearly with frequency and the phase remained very close to -90" so that the magnitude and phase were similar to those of a differentiator in series with an inverter (Fig. 5) . We speculate that the negative differentiator nature of the ILV-PP transfer relation was present because ILV-PP most faithfully reflected the mechanical coupling between ILV and arterial pressure Therefore, to further analyze the influence of posture on the mechanical effects of ILV on arterial pressure, the ILV-PP transfer function for the supine combined blockade state shown in Fig. 5 is replotted in Fig. 6 with the corresponding transfer relation for the standing combined blockade state. With subjects in the upright posture, the transfer magnitude between ILV and PP was significantly higher than in the supine posture, indicating that the mechanical coupling between respiratory activity and the vasculature within the thorax is stronger in the standing than the supine position. However, with subjects in the upright posture, the ILV-PP transfer magnitude rises less linearly with frequency than in the supine case, possibly reflecting the presence of additional nonderivative mechanisms which contribute to the mechanical coupling between ILV and arterial pressure.
All of the changes noted above that occurred with combined blockade were nearly identical to those that occurred after vagal blockade with atropine alone. In addition, selective sympathetic blockade with proprano-101 did not significantly change any of the transfer relations between ILV and the various arterial pressure signals (not shown). Thus the sympathetic nervous system did not contribute significantly to the influence of respiration on arterial pressure.
Respiratory influences on HR-combined blockade.
When autonomically mediated HR fluctuations should have been eliminated after combined blockade with both propranolol and atropine, the transfer relation between ILV and HR still had a very small but identifiable magnitude that increased linearly with frequency at frequencies above 0.15 Hz. The phase was very close to 90" at the same frequencies (Fig. 7) . Importantly, despite the relatively small magnitude, the standard error bars for both the magnitude and phase indicate that the response was very consistent among the subjects and suggests a common mechanism. As with the transfer relation between ILV and PP, these characteristics are very similar to those of a derivative function, suggesting that there is a nonautonomic HR control mechanism which is closely related to the rate of change of lung volume or respiratory mechanical coupling between the left ventricle and the vasculature, and ABP affects HR through the baroreflex. Transfer functions such as we have calculated do not build in causality and simply represent the magnitude and phase relationship between the two signals. Thus the transfer function between ABP and HR cannot be interpreted as characterizing either the mechanical feedforward from HR to ABP or the baroreflex feedback from ABP to HR. Figure 8 presents the results for control conditions in the supine and standing positions and for the pure vagal and pure sympathetic states. The magnitude of the transfer relation between the ABP signal and HR was significantly lower in the standing than the supine position at frequencies above 0.1 Hz (Fig. 8B) . The phase relations were similar in both positions, except at frequencies below 0.1 Hz.
Of note, in the mixed autonomic states of supine and standing control the phase at most frequencies is neither near 0" as one might expect for the feedforward from HR to ABP nor near 180" as one might expect for the feedback from ABP to HR. This fact demonstrates that the ABP-HR relationship is influenced by the interactions between both the feedforward and feedback pathways and does not characterize either pathway alone.
Responses of mean and uariance: HR and ABP. Table  1 gives the mean of the HR, ABP, SBP, DBP, and PP signals and the variance of all except the ABP signal for each autonomic condition. For digital signal processing purposes, one must choose a frequency to represent the true arterial blood pressure signal. We chose 3 Hz, a choice that requires restriction of the frequency content of the ABP signal to the Nyquist frequency, 1.5 Hz. When the mean HR is near or above 1.5 Hz (90 beats/ min), the pulsatile nature of the arterial pressure signal, which is responsible for much of the variance in the signal, will no longer be represented in our ABP signal. Thus the variance of the ABP signal is highly dependent on the mean HR, provides no useful physiological information, and is not presented.
Mean HR significantly increased with a change in position from supine to standing during control conditions (+11.6 beats/min, P < 0.0005) and after either sympathetic (+7.8 beats/min, P c 0.005) or vagal (+ll.l beatsfmin, P c 0.05) blockade but actually decreased slightly (NS) with the change to standing position after combined blockade (-1.7 beats/min) . Propr'anolol alone significantly decreased supine HR by 9.3 beats/min (P C 0.002) and standing HR by 11.6 beats/min (P < O.OOOS), whereas atropine alone increased supine HR by 36.8 beats/min (P c 0.0005) and standing HR 32.9 beats/ min (P c 0.05) (compared with control conditions for the 2 sets of 7 subjects). The supine intrinsic HR (after combined blockade) for all 14 subjects was 94.6 beats/ min.
DISCUSSION
The HR variance did not change significantly when subjects were moving from supine to standing under any conditions. Vagal blockade with atropine significantly decreased the HR variance compared with either control conditions or existing sympathetic blockade in both postures. In contrast, sympathetic blockade alone significantly decreased the HR variance only in the standing position and caused no change in the supine position.
Mean arterial pressure, represented by the mean value of ABP, did not significantly change with a shift in posture from supine to standing during control conditions or after either sympathetic or vagal blockade but did increase (P < 0.008) with the change to the standing position after combined blockade. SBP decreased after a shift from supine to standing under all conditions, but DBP did not significantly change during any condition. Thus PP decreased after a shift from supine to standing under all conditions. Propranolol alone or after vagal blockade with atropine caused no significant change in the average value of any arterial pressure variable during any condition in either posture. In subjects in the supine position, atropine alone or after sympathetic blockade with propranolol generally caused an increase in all the arterial pressure signals except PP, which decreased. However, in standing subjects, atropine did not significantly change any. pressure variable during its addition to existing sympathetic blockade. Like atropine, double blockade generally led to an increase in ABP, SBP, and DBP and a decrease in PP, but unlike the response to atropine, the findings were consistent in both postures.
The variance of the SBP, DBP, and PP signals increased after a shift from supine to standing during all conditions except sympathetic blockade, when DBP did not change. With subjects in the supine position, there were no significant changes in the variance of SBP or DBP with any intervention; however, with subjects in the standing position the variance of SBP and PP decreased with propranolol alone or with the addition of propranolol to vagal blockade. Changes in the variance of other pressure variables while standing were small and inconsistent.
Autonomic mediation of RSA. In a previous study (40), we demonstrated in humans that the magnitude and phase characteristics of the system which generates the RSA can be efficiently determined over a range of physiologically important frequencies through the use of a broad-band respiratory input. We also speculated on the autonomic mechanisms involved in the mediation of the RSA based on 1) the changes we observed in the transfer function between ILV and HR with a change in position from supine to standing and 2) the results of a computer model that included data from animal experiments describing the transfer characteristics of the sinoatrial (SA) node in response to modulation of cardiac vagal and sympathetic activity (11) . The results of the present study confirm that both cardiac parasympathetic and sympathetic activity are important in modulating HR in response to respiratory activity (RSA) and that the phase and magnitude characteristics of the ILV to HR transfer function can be used to identify the role of each branch of the autonomic nervous system in mediating the response. Specifically, between 0 and 0.5 Hz, vagal HR control is characterized by a maximum gain near 0. 15 Hz, a small decrease in gain with frequency above 0.15 Hz, and no significant phase delay between ILV and HR. In contrast, sympathetic HR control is characterized by lower gain than that for vagal control at frequencies below 0.1 Hz, markedly reduced gain at frequencies above 0.1 Hz, and phase that approaches 180" at DC with a progressive phase delay from ILV to HR as frequency increases (Fig. 3) . These characteristics for vagal and sympathetic HR control are nearly identical to those we obtained with direct modulation of cardiac vagal and sympathetic nerve activity in dogs (11) , with the exception of a 180" phase shift or an inversion. Thus our findings indicate that RSA is due to respiratory modulation of both cardiac sympathetic and vagal efferent nerve activity, but with an inversion due to suppression of both vagal and sympathetic outflow with inspiration. The HR response is then determined almost entirely by the response characteristic of the SA node. Although no previous investigator has examined autonomic mediation of RSA in a similar way, many investigators have attempted to either describe the phenomenological characteristics of the RSA or understand the relationship of cardiac vagal efferent activity to the RSA (3, 7, 16, 17, 19, 22, 24, 29, 30, 33) . Those who have examined the dependence of the magnitude of the RSA on the respiratory frequency have found that the change in HR per unit change in lung volume decreases as the respiratory frequency increases above 0.1 Hz (3, 17, 24) . Such a finding is in complete agreement with the ILV to HR transfer functions that we computed under both control conditions and sympathetic blockade (vagal conditions). In fact, Hirsch and Bishop (24) found that the corner frequency for the roll-off in gain was -0.1 Hz and found a maximum magnitude of 15 beats. min.
1-l. Angelone and Coulter (3) found similar characteristics for their ILV-HR transfer function and, in complete agreement with our data, found a dip in magnitude at very low frequencies around 0.05 Hz and a change in phase with frequency. Eckberg (19), who also examined the phase relation between respiration and HR, found that HR increases during the inspiratory phase of respiration (i.e., a 0" phase lag) at typical respiratory frequencies of -0.2 Hz (12 breaths/min) but that the same relationship was not necessarily true at lower and higher respiratory frequencies. Such findings are entirely consistent with our previous data in supine and standing humans without autonomic blockade; however, our current data strongly support a new explanation for these findings.
Eckberg (19) attributed this phase relation to a frequency-dependent change in the relation between respiratory activity and vagal efferent activity. However, the transfer functions that we obtained clearly demonstrate that, under pure vagal conditions (Fig. 3) , the phase lag from ILV to HR is near 0" at all frequencies, indicating that HR always increases during inspiration and decreases during expiration. Alternatively, under pure sympathetic conditions the phase relation (Fig. 3) indicates that HR tends to decrease with inspiration, but with a delay of between 3 and 5 s, so that the phase relationship starts out at -180" at 0 Hz and crosses 0" at -0.1 Hz. These results provide a basis for understanding the phase and magnitude characteristics of the RSA that we and others have observed when HR is under both vagal and sympathetic control. During the mixed autonomic states of supine and standing control conditions in this study, the transfer phase and magnitude relations between ILV and HR have features which resemble both the vagal and sympathetic states (Fig. 4) . At frequencies above 0.15 Hz, the transfer magnitude is lower in subjects in the standing than the supine position and the phase is near 0" in both positions. These findings indicate that, in both postures, RSA at frequencies above 0.15 Hz is predominantly mediated through modulation of vagal activity but to a lesser degree in the standing position. At frequencies below 0.15 Hz, the transfer magnitude is nearly identical in the two positions, but in subjects in the standing position the phase approaches 180'. These fmdings suggest that in subjects in the standing position, the reduction in vagal modulation of HR, which should decrease the transfer function magnitude at all frequencies, is balanced by an increase in sympathetic modulation of HR, which selectively augments the transfer magnitude at low frequencies. To further demonstrate how both vagal and sympathetic activity modulate HR, we designed a model that uses a weighted linear combination of the open-loop vagal and sympathetic transfer functions of the SA node to predict the magnitude and phase of the RSA (see APPENDIX A). The model mimics the experimental results in both pure and mixed autonomic states further supporting the above hypotheses and also supporting the notion that the frequency dependence of the RSA is a result of the transmission characteristics of the SA node in response to inverted modulation of vagal and sympathetic activity by respiration.
Respiratory influences on arterial pressure. Our findings indicate that in humans fluctuations of arterial pressure which occur with respiration are due to both the mechanical thoracic coupling between respiration and the vasculature and the effects of respiratory induced fluctuations of HR (RSA). At frequencies between 0.05 and 0.25 Hz, the transfer magnitude from ILV to SBP and PP decreased but remained greater than zero, with the elimination of most HR variability by complete autonomic blockade (Fig. 5 ). This finding indicates that some, but not all, of the respiratory variance in arterial pressure is due to HR variability.
Above 0.25 Hz, neither the magnitude nor phase between ILV and SBP or PP was significantly affected by autonomic blockade, strongly suggesting that at higher frequencies RSA plays little role in mediating arterial pressure fluctuations. Previous studies examining these issues have been controversial. Akselrod et al.
(1) concluded that, in resting conscious dogs, respiratory induced fluctuations of arterial pressure are due almost entirely to HR fluctuations at the respiratory frequency. DeBoer et al. (18) concluded that the opposite was true in a sitting human breathing at -0.25 Hz; i.e., respiration mechanically influences cardiac output which changes arterial pressure and finally influences HR through the effects of the baroreflex on vagal activity. Although the closed-loop nature of the interaction between HR and arterial pressure makes quantitative conclusions on the relative weight of the mechanical vs. the autonomic effects (RSA) of respiration on pressure difficult to draw, our data clearly indicate that in supine humans both effects are significant at frequencies below 0.25 Hz. Alternatively, above 0.25 Hz, our data suggest that the mechanical influence of respiration on arterial pressure dominates the influence of RSA. Thus our findings are entirely consistent with DeBoer et al.'s conclusion, formed from data in sitting humans breathing at a single high respiratory frequency; i.e., at higher frequencies respiration primarily affects arterial pressure, which then elicits buffering of this effect through the HR baroreflex. Furthermore, we found that during combined blockade the pure mechanical influences of respiration on arterial pressure, as illustrated by the effect on PP, were larger in the standing than the supine position and that the magnitude of the mechanical effects increased with increasing frequency (Figs. 5 and 6 ). It thus appears that the physiological link between respiration and arterial pressure is dependent ,on multiple factors, which include species, posture, or hemodynamic stress and the respiratory frequency. These conclusions can account for the findings of DeBoer et al. (18) and Akselrod et al. (1) and offer considerable insight into short-term arterial pressure control. When HR fluctuations arise from direct central nervous modulation of autonomic activity and are large, such as occurs in the normal resting dog (HR may vary as much as 50 beats/min with each breath), the feedforward from HR to arterial pressure is most important in determining short-term arterial pressure variability. Alternatively, when HR fluctuations are smaller, such as is the case with RSA in humans (particularly while standing) and when mechanical influences are larger, such as occurs in either the standing position or at a higher respiratory rate, the mechanical influences of respiration on arterial pressure may dominate and secondarily influence HR through the arterial baroreflex. In addition, our finding that sympathetic blockade did not significantly change the respiratory-arterial pressure transfer relations, either before or after parasympathetic blockade, suggests that in both supine or standing humans sympathetic modulation of HR by respiration is not large enough to significantly influence arterial pressure.
The pure mechanical effect of ILV on the arterial pressure signals (combined blockade) was smaller for DBP than SBP and, except at very low frequencies below 0.05 Hz, behaved very much like a negative differentiator for PP. This differentiator effect indicates that changes in PP were more closely related to the negative rate of change of ILV, i.e., respiratory flow, than to the ILV itself. We speculate that the pure mechanical effects of ILV on arterial pressure were best represented by ILV-PP because both SBP and DBP were similarly "contaminated" by other arterial pressure control mechanisms such as peripheral vascular resistance. Subtracting DBP from SBP to obtain PP effectively eliminates these other influences.
Jurgen et al. (26) (27) (28) have examined extensively the normal fall in both arterial pressure and left ventricular stroke volume that occurs with an inspiratory decrease in intrathoracic pressure and have concluded that the phenomenon is due to independent effects of negative intrathoracic pressure on both left ventricular preload and afterload. They suggested that decreased preload results from increased right ventricular filling, which leads to a pericardial constraint and a decrease in diastolic left ventricular compliance and filling or "ventricular interdependence" (26), whereas increased afterload results from an increase in transmural left ventricular pressure. They also found that the application of negative intrathoracic pressure led to an increase in aortic crosssectional area, a reduction in thoracic aortic pressure, and a reduction in antegrade flow, or even retrograde flow, in the descending aorta (27, 28) . This last finding supported a mechanism for inspiratory reductions in ABP which Olsen et al. (36) referred to as a "reverse thoracic pump." Our findings do not differentiate the relative effects of changes in preload or afterload with respiration but add clarity to the natu .re of the physical link between respiratory activity and the thoracic vasculature.
Whether the changes in PP are due to changes in ventricular filling or ejection, we found that the effect is strongest during maximal respiratory flow when intrathoracic pressure is changing fastest (43), not at peak inspiration. Once inspiratory effort ceases, intrathoracic pressure reaches a new steady state, determined by the elastic recoil properties of the lung. Because PP changes seem to be related to the rate of cha .nge of intrathoracic pressure, we hypo thesize a type of capaci tive coupling between the intrathoracic space and the arterial and venous thoracic vasculature. The mechanism for the changes in vascular pressure with inspiration is charging of the thoracic arterial and venous capacitors with blood from the extrathoracic arterial and venous capacitors, as documented by Jurgen et al. in the aorta (27 7 though not n oted by Jurgen et al. (27) , their
demonstra .tes that retrograde descendin g aortic flow during diastol .ic phrenic nerve stimulation i s related to the rate of change rather than the actual value of esophageal pressure, which was used as a reflect ion of in .trathoracic pressure. Such a capacitive coupling can account for the derivative effect of respiration on PP and helps explain the larger effect of respiration on SBP than DBP.
During systole when the aortic valve is open, intrathoracic pressure mediates its direct effect on ABP through the combined capacitance of both the thoracic arterial vasculature (CA thor -, 1 ml/mmHg) and the ventricle (mean cw?nt,sys -0.75 ml/mmHg), whereas during diastole only C&ho* is involved. Thus, from this mechanism, the effect on SBP is expected to be approximately twice that on DBP, and the effect should increase in magnitude with increasing frequency. Clearly, changes in ventricular filling and stroke volume with respiration play a role in modulating arterial pressure that is not accounted for in this explanation.
In fact, during inspiration an increase in right ventricular filling, which leads to a decrease in left ventricular filling through ventricular interdependence, may also affect SBP more than DBP. (Fig. 8A) . During the other three sets of conditions, all of which were characterized by a higher transfer magnitude than the sympathetic state, the phase was inconsistent at low frequencies. At frequencies >O.l Hz, the phase hovered between 0 and 180'. Although difficult to account for precisely, these findings can be understood by realizing that during closed-loop operation, the relationship between ABP and HR reflects both the feedback from ABP to HR through the baroreflex, and the moderating influence that HR has on this response by changing ABP through changes in cardiac output. Unless the analysis scheme chosen can separately identify the feedforward and the feedback mechanisms between ABP and HR (5, 8) , one must be very careful interpreting the transfer relations between ABP and HR. The observed phase relation we found between ABP and HR is simply the phase that results from the closed-loop operation of the system and is not typically equivalent to the open-loop phase of either the feedforward or feedback path.
Although our results attest to the complexities of identifying open-loop system responses during closed-loop operation, they can be compared with the results of other investigators using different methods to identify the closed-loop gain of the arterial HR baroreflex. Most investigations in humans have examined only the magnitude of the HR baroreflex, assuming a 180" phase. These studies have generally produced average magnitude (gain) values between 5 and 20 ms/mmHg (using the change in R-R interval rather than HR) (37,42). Our average values for the magnitude in the supine control condition are between 1 and 2 beats min. mmHg-' depending on the frequency, with a peak magnitude at ~0.2 Hz (period -5 s). Because the average HR was -70 beats/min, our results are equivalent to an R-R interval response of between 8 and 16 ms/mmHg, clearly comparable to the findings of other studies.
Nonautonomic control of HR. The transfer relation between respiration and HR after complete autonomic blockade was clearly nonzero and had features that were qualitatively similar to those of a positive differentiator, i.e., increasing gain with frequency and phase near 90" (Fig. 7) . As noted above, in a discussion of the mechanical effects of respiration on ABP, such features are consistent with an effect due to the capacitive coupling between intrathoracic pressure and vascular structures within the heart. In this case, the mechanically induced increase in HR is associated with inspiration. We hypothesize that, in the absence of autonomic heart rate control, the relatively small effect of sinus node stretch on the SA nodal firing becomes evident. Identification of this mechanism has been documented experimentally in the isolated-perfused heart of animals (14) , where it has been found that an increase in atria1 stretch increases HR; however, Raeder et al. (39) found that only 0.03% of the HR variability above 0.1 Hz remained after bilateral vagotomy in anesthetized dogs undergoing positive-pressure ventilation. Although it is possible that our findings are due to incomplete autonomic blockade, we used doses of atropine and propranolol, which have been documented previously to eliminate virtually all HR changes in humans (25). Furthermore, the phase of the ILV-HR relation during combined blockade was unlike the phase during any of the other pure or mixed autonomic states.
Evidence for a nonautonomic RSA mechanism in humans has been found in patients after cardiac transplant, where an RSA magnitude of -2 beats min. 1-l was observed at respiratory frequencies between 0.08 and 0.33 Hz (13) . These authors hypothesized an atria1 stretch mechanism to explain their data and also found that the magnitude of the HR change was increased with increasing frequency. Our data further support the existence of a nonautonomic mechanism in humans, and provide additional evidence for an atria1 stretch mechanism through the differentiator properties we observed.
Conclusion. Using transfer function analysis in combination with random interval breathing to broaden the frequency content of respiration, we have been able to precisely and efficiently characterize the vagal, sympathetic, and mechanical influences of respiratory activity on HR and arterial pressure. Our findings indicate that 1) respiratory modulation of HR (RSA) is mediated primarily by suppression of both cardiac vagal and sympathetic efferent activity with inspiration and 2) respiratory modulation of arterial pressure is mediated by a combination of the effect of the RSA and the mechanical coupling between respiratory activity and the thoracic vasculature. We also found a small nonautonomic, presumably mechanical, effect of respiration on HR, which had not previously been well characterized in humans. These findings are supported by a simple closed-loop model of HR and arterial pressure control (APPENDIX A) and form the basis for quantitatively identifying the gain of the response of HR to modulation of sympathetic and vagal activity in individual patients.
We also examined the HR baroreflex by determining the closed-loop transfer relation between ABP and HR. The phases and magnitudes of the transfer functions that we found were both consistent with the findings of other investigators and in partial agreement with our simple closed-loop model based on experimentally derived open-loop transfer functions for the SA node, the mechanical influences of HR on ABP, and the arterial baroreceptors; however, as expected our nonparametric methods did not take into account causality in this closed-loop model and, consequently, could not identify the open-loop transfer characteristics of the feedback and feedforward paths between ABP and HR. A para- 
Model of Circulatory Control
To help clarify and test various hypotheses concerning the complex links between respiration, HR, and ABP during closedloop cardiovascular regulation, we expanded a simple model of the RSA proposed in a previous paper (40) by including the HR baroreflex and the mechanical effects of respiration on ABP (Fig. 9) . The heavy black box in Fig. 9 Central effect of respiration on vagal and sympathetic efferent activity. Direct neural recordings in animals and humans have shown that vagal and sympathetic efferent activity decrease -0.5 s before the onset of inspiration (21, 30). For simplicity we chose to ignore the 0.5-s pure time lead included in the previous model (11) but included the more important inverter.
Mechanical effect of respiration on ABP. Based on the combined blockade data from this study, which are presented in the results, the coupling between ILV and ABP is modeled as a negative derivative so that changes in ABP are more closely related to respiratory flow rather than lung volume. Feedback from ABP to vagal and sympathetic efferent activity.
Based on the data of Scher and Young (41), the baroreceptors and their link to vagal and sympathetic outflow in the brain stem were modeled with a constant magnitude Kb. Borst and Karemaker (15) have estimated the time for afferent neural transmission of baroreceptor activity and central processing in the brain stem in humans to be -0.3 s. Thus a fixed delay Tb was also included in the baroreceptor block using Eq. Al. The baroreceptors are linked to sympathetic efferent activity with an inverter because an increase in ABP leads to sympathetic withdrawal and a decrease in HR. Few direct data exist describing this relationship as a function of frequency, but Scher and Young (41) examined the response of HR to changes in ABP using sinusoidal variations of ABP. They found that under baseline conditions the magnitude of the response was constant and the phase close to 0" for frequencies from 0.06 to 0.3 Hz. Their data suggested that any frequency dependence in the baroreflex at these low frequencies was due to the response characteristics of HR to the autonomic efferents rather than the link between the baroreceptors and the autonomic efferents. Central nervous interactions. Because the model is completely linear, the interaction of the baroreceptors and respiration in the brain stem was modeled as a simple summation. Relative weight factors, A, and A,, represent the transfer relations between respiratory or baroreceptor drive and the modulation depth of vagal and sympathetic efferent activity. These factors were allowed to change with the given state of autonomic balance.
SA node. The SA node response characteristics were taken directly from previous work in our laboratory (11, 40) . The transfer function between instantaneous vagal firing rate and the HR was modeled as a single-pole low-pass filter Hp in series with an inverter (since vagal parasympathetic stimuli decrease heart rate). The transfer relation between sympathetic activity and HR was modeled as a single-pole low-pass filter & in series with a pure delay TS of 1.7 s. mixed states of supine and standing control without autonomic blockade. The important similar features one should note are that for both the experimental and model results 1) the transfer relation in both the vagal and sympathetic states can be characterized as a low-pass filter, where the vagal filter demonstrates relatively broad-pass magnitude properties with near zero phase at all relevant frequencies, whereas the sympathetic filter shows a marked drop in magnitude with frequency and a phase delay; 2) the vagal phase approaches 0" at DC (0 Hz), whereas the sympathetic phase approaches 180" at DC; and 3) the phase near 0.15 Hz is ~0' for both systems. The physiological implications of these findings are addressed in the DISCUS-SION.
It should also be noted that the model results for the mixed states of supine and standing (Fig. 4B) were quite similar to the experimental results despite the simplifying assumptions of linearity in this model.
The model and experimental results for the ABP-HR transfer relations (Fig. 8) were not as similar as those for the ILV-HR relations. For the sympathetic state the model results were not very close to the experimental ones, probably reflecting the fact that the model does not include any mechanism by which ABP fluctuations can arise independent of the HR baroreflex, e.g., through control of the peripheral vasculature via the resistance baroreflex. Interestingly, the model predicted a resonance in the ABP-HR relation at -0.05 Hz. Although this resonance was not observed experimentally, 0.05 Hz is a frequency at which very prominent oscillations are often seen in HR, ABP, and phrenic and sympathetic nerve activity during various types of hemodynamic stress (32, 35, 38). Remarkably, in the mixed autonomic states of supine and standing, the model results were quite similar to the experimental ones, despite the absence of vascular resistance control via the arterial baroreflex. For both the model and experimental data the phase at frequencies above 0.1 Hz hovers between 0 and MO", testifying to the fact that neither the experimental nor the model results can be explained using simple notions of the open-loop feedback or feedforward responses between ABP and HR. These findings further support the notion that, for the ABP-HR relation, analysis methods that do not include causality may be incomplete.
Finally, when the mechanical effect of respiration on ABP was modeled as a negative differentiator, the model results for combined blockade (Fig. 10) closely matched the experimental results for ILV-PP (Fig. 6) at frequencies between 0.1 and 0.5 Hz. Because the differentiator was built into the model based on the experimental results, this similarity is not unexpected but it does help demonstrate graphically the behavior of ILV-PP.
The results of our simple linear model do not account for all the observed experimental phenomena, but they do mimic the data closely enough to suggest that, for small fluctuations around the mean operating point, the complex physiological relations between respiration, HR, and arterial pressure can be quantitatively characterized with linear transfer function techniques. This work was supported in part by National Heart, Lung, and (f) associated with the corresponding phase estimate is Blood Institute Grant ROl-HL39291-02. 
